LABLING REQUIREMENTS

- The amount of space needed for markings and labels is permanently growing:
  - Extra space for your individual company or product branding
  - Legally required product declarations
  - Hazard warnings and other warning labels
  - Process references and information provided as a customer service
  - Storage and process information
  - Barcodes and QR codes

EXISTING LABEL PLATE SIZES

- Small plate (4 fields)
  A: 367 mm  B: 372 mm

- Large plate (6 fields)
  A: 367 mm  B: 527 mm

- Extra large plate (8 fields)
  A: 367 mm  B: 682 mm

- XXL plate (12 fields)
  A: 558 mm  B: 682 mm

OTHER VERSIONS

- Side plate
  A: 367 mm  B: 456 mm

- MX 640
  A: 367 mm  B: 482 mm

The new XXL label plate provides approx. 60% more labelling space than the extra-large version:

- Can be used on the front and the back
- Proven form and force fit attachment to the steel grid
- Plate lies tight on the grid
- For protection of your labels

Please do not hesitate to contact us regarding any technical concerns or questions.